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Abstract
In this paper, we study the Edgeworth expansion for a pre-averaging
estimator of quadratic variation in the framework of continuous diffusion
models observed with noise. More specifically, we obtain a second order
expansion for the joint density of the estimators of quadratic variation
and its asymptotic variance. Our approach is based on martingale embed-
ding, Malliavin calculus and stable central limit theorems for continuous
diffusions. Moreover, we derive the density expansion for the studentized
statistic, which might be applied to construct asymptotic confidence re-
gions.
Keywords: diffusion processes, Edgeworth expansion, high frequency
observations, quadratic variation, pre-averaging.
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1 Introduction
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is considered in the infill asymptotics setting, i.e. the underlying observations
are recorded from high frequency data of continuous/discontinuous Itoˆ semi-
martingales, diffusion processes corrupted by noise or related models. A recent
comprehensive monograph [6] presents a detailed asymptotic analysis for esti-
mators of quadratic variation and related objects in various frameworks.
In financial mathematics, it is nowadays widely accepted that financial data
is contaminated bymicrostructure noise such as rounding errors, bid-ask bounds
and misprints, when observed at ultra high frequency. This fact prevents us from
using classical realised volatility estimator at such frequencies. In this work we
consider a continuous SDE model corrupted by additive i.i.d. noise, i.e. the
observations are
Yti “ Xti ` εti ,
where X is a continuous diffusion process, ε is an i.i.d process independent of
X and ti “ i∆n with ∆n Ñ 0. It is well-known that realised volatility has
an explosive behaviour and more delicate methods are required to estimate the
quadratic variation of the latent diffusion process X . The most famous esti-
mation approaches in this framework are the multiscale approach of [14], the
realised kernel method proposed in [2] and the pre-averaging concept originally
introduced in [9] among others. All these estimators are consistent, asymptoti-
cally mixed normal and have the convergence rate ∆
´1{4
n , which is known to be
optimal.
Due to this relatively slow rate of convergence the quality of the mixed
normal approximation is rather questionable even at high frequencies. The
aim of this paper is to derive the second order Edgeworth expansion for the
pre-averaging estimator to improve the mixed normal approximation of the un-
known density. We remark that our work is related to a recent paper [10],
which investigates the Edgeworth expansion for power variations of continuous
diffusion processes in the noise-free setting. However, in the framework of con-
tinuous diffusions corrupted by additive i.i.d. noise the stochastic second order
expansion of the pre-averaging statistics is more involved. Our methodology re-
lies on martingale methods, stochastic expansion of the pre-averaging statistics
and general theory of Edgeworth expansion associated with mixed normal limits
studied in [13]. The latter approach is heavily using different aspects of Maliavin
calculus, such as integration by parts formula and conditions for smoothness of
probability laws. In a second step, we will present the Edgeworth expansion for
the density of the studentized statistic, which can be potentially used to con-
struct more precise confidence regions for the quadratic variation of the diffusion
process X .
The paper is organised as follows. We describe the main setting and re-
call the pre-averaging approach in Section 2. Section 3 presents a second order
stochastic decomposition for the pre-averaging estimator of the quadratic vari-
ation. We demonstrate the general theory of Edgeworth expansion with respect
to mixed normal limits in Section 4. In Section 5 we apply the asymptotic
theory to the pre-averaging estimator and present Edgeworth expansion for the
studentized version of the statistic. In Section 6, we deal separately with the
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case of constant volatility, which does not satisfy our non-degeneracy condition.
Section 7 demonstrates an example and Section 8 collects some steps of the
proof.
2 Setting
In this paper, we deal with infill asymptotics, i.e. the data is observed at
equidistant grid i∆n, i P N, over a finite horizon r0, T s and ∆n Ñ 0. We also
impose that 1{∆n is a positive integer. The terminal time T is assumed to
be fixed and we assume T “ 1 without loss of generality. For simplicity, we
use the notation ti :“ i∆n. On a filtered probability space pΩ,F , pFtqtPr0,1s,Pq
(to be specified in Section 5.2), we consider a diffusion model that satisfies the
stochastic differential equation
dXt “ br1spXtqdWt ` br2spXtqdt (2.1)
with a bounded random variable X0 as starting value, a standard Brownian
motion W and continuous functions br1s, br2s : R Ñ R. We intentionally choose
the notations br1s, br2s to emphasize that the diffusion term br1s dominates the
drift term br2s in asymptotic expansions throughout the paper. We are interested
in estimating the integrated volatility which we denote by
V “
ż 1
0
pbr1spXtqq2dt. (2.2)
However, due to the microstructure noise effects, we are not able to observe the
process X directly, but only with distortions. More specifically, we assume that
the underlying observations pYtiqiě0 are given by
Yti “ Xti ` εti , (2.3)
where pεtiqiě0 is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with
Erεtis “ 0 and Erε2tis “ ω2 ą 0, (2.4)
and εti is Fti-measurable. In addition, we assume that the processes ε and
X are independent. Such additive noise models are widely used in financial
mathematics, see e.g. [2, 5, 9, 15] among many others.
We require some notation to describe the pre-averaging estimator which is
originally due to [5, 9]. We pick a sequence of positive integers pknq8n“1 and a
positive real number θ such that
kn∆
1{2
n “ θ ` op∆1{2n q and dn :“
Z
1
kn∆n
^
P N. (2.5)
Moreover, we consider a continuous, non-negative function g on r0, 1s which is
piecewise continuously differentiable with a piecewise Lipschitz derivative g1.
This function should also satisfy
gp0q “ gp1q “ 0 and
ż 1
0
g2psqds ą 0. (2.6)
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Furthermore, we introduce the following notations associated with g:
hpj{knq “ gppj ` 1q{knq ´ gpj{knq, ψn1 “ kn
kn´1ÿ
j“0
phpj{knqq2,
ψn2 “
1
kn
kn´1ÿ
j“1
pgpj{knqq2, ψn3 “
1
kn
kn´1ÿ
j“1
gpj{knq,
ψn4 “
1
pknq2
kn´1ÿ
j“1
pgpj{knqq2pj ´ 1{2q.
Moreover, we need the notations written below. The first four are limits of the
terms ψni , 1 ď i ď 4.
ψ1 “
ż 1
0
rg1psqs2ds, ψ2 “
ż 1
0
g2psqds, ψ3 “
ż 1
0
gpsqds, ψ4 “
ż 1
0
sg2psqds,
ψ5 “
ż 1
0
ż u
0
gpsqdsg2puqdu, ψ6 “
ż 1
0
ˆż u
0
gpsqdsgpuq ´
ż u
0
pgpsq ´ ψ2qds
˙2
du
ψ7 “
ż 1
0
ż u
0
ż s
0
r2gpsq ` gprqs2drdsg2puqdu.
For any process U we define the pre-averaged increment at stage i∆n via
sUti “ kn´1ÿ
j“1
gpj{knq∆ni`jU “
kn´1ÿ
j“0
´hpj{knqUti`j ,
where ∆ni U “ Uti ´Uti´1 . Finally, we are ready to introduce the pre-averaging
estimator for the quadratic variation V :
Vn “ 1
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
psYtikn q2 ´ ψn1 dn∆n2ψn2 kn
1{∆nÿ
i“1
p∆ni Y q2. (2.7)
We remark that Vn is essentially the estimator proposed in [5] with the difference
that we only use non-overlapping windows in this paper. This makes it easier
to determine the dominating martingale Mn of the estimator, which is required
in Sections 3 and 4, while computation of the martingale part of the original
estimator investigated in [5] is far from being obvious. As we will see below, we
need a consistent estimator of the asymptotic conditional variance associated
with Vn, which is defined as
Fn “ 2∆
´1{2
n
3pψn2 q2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
psYtikn q4. (2.8)
We recall that a sequence of random variables pYnqně1, which are defined
on pΩ,F ,Pq and take values in a metric space E, is said to converge stably
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with the limit Y, which is defined on an extension pΩ,F ,Pq of pΩ,F ,Pq, if for
any bounded, continuous function f and any bounded F -measurable random
variable Z it holds that
ErfpYnqZs Ñ ErfpY qZs, nÑ8. (2.9)
In short, we use the notation Yn
dstÝÑ Y. We say that Y is mixed normal with
random variance Z2, and write Y „MNp0, Z2q, if Y „ ZU, where U „ Np0, 1q,
Z ą 0 and U, Z are independent.
Denoting Zn “ ∆´1{4n pVn ´ V q, we proceed to the first asymptotic result
whose proof essentially follows from the work of [5, 9]. We provide a sketch of
the proof in Section 8.
Theorem 2.1. Under the condition Erpεt1q8s ă 8, we deduce that
Zn
dstÝÑM „MNp0, Cq with C “ 2θ
ż 1
0
ˆ
pbr1spXtqq2 ` ω
2ψ1
θ2ψ2
˙2
dt.
Moreover, we obtain
Fn
PÝÑ C.
We note that due to
Zn
dstÝÑM and Fn PÝÑ C,
and the properties of stable convergence, the studentized statistic satisfies
Zn?
Fn
dÝÑ Np0, 1q.
In this paper, we will first derive an asymptotic expansion for the pair pZn, Fnq
and then proceed to calculate the related Edgeworth expansion for the studen-
tized statistic
Zn?
Fn
.
Example 2.2. Our prime example for g is the function
gpxq “ x^ p1´ xq.
In this case, we obtain
ψn1 “ 1, ψn2 “
k2n ` 2
12k2n
, ψn3 “
1
4
, ψn4 “
k2n ` 2
24k2n
when kn is even
and
ψn1 “
kn ´ 1
kn
, ψn2 “
k2n ´ 1
12k2n
, ψn3 “
k2n ´ 1
4k2n
, ψn4 “
k2n ´ 2
24k2n
when kn is odd.
In addition, we get
ψ1 “ 1, ψ2 “ 1
12
, ψ3 “ 1
4
, ψ4 “ 1
24
, ψ5 “ 1
96
, ψ6 “ 143
24192
, ψ7 “ 1
105
.
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3 Stochastic decomposition of Zn
In this section, we provide a stochastic decomposition for the bias corrected
version of the random variable Zn defined in the previous section. This second
order stochastic expansion is essential for obtaining the Edgeworth expansion
discussed in Sections 4 and 5. Since the first term of the estimator Vn defined
in (2.7) uses the observations Yti with 0 ď i ď dnkn, we effectively estimate
the quadratic variation of X over the interval r0, dnkn∆ns. For this reason, we
consider the bias corrected statistic
Zn “ Zn `∆´1{4n
ż 1
dnkn∆n
pbr1spXtqq2dt. (3.1)
Obviously, the statistic Zn also satisfies Theorem 2.1, since the correction con-
verges to 0 in probability. However, the bias may affect the higher order asymp-
totics. In the next step, we proceed with the estimation of the bias to construct
a feasible statistic. We basically follow the procedure proposed in [4, Section 4].
Let pn be a sequence of integers satisfying pn Ñ8, pn∆n Ñ 0 and pn
?
∆n Ñ8,
and set Jn :“ t1{∆n ´ pn ` 1, . . . , 1{∆nu. For each t P rdnkn∆n, 1s we define
ppbr1spXtqq2 :“ 1
ψn2 kn∆npn
ÿ
i`knPJn
psYtiq2 ´ ψn12θ2ψn2 pn
ÿ
iPJn
p∆ni Y q2,
which is constant in t. It has been proved in [4] that this local estimator is
consistent for pbr1spXtqq2. Thus, a feasible version of the statistic Zn is obtained
via
Z‹n “ Zn `∆´1{4n
ż 1
dnkn∆n
ppbr1spXtqq2dt. (3.2)
We remark that 1´ dnkn∆n “ Op∆1{2n q, which implies that
Z‹n ´ Zn “ oPp∆1{4n q. (3.3)
In the next step, we will show that
Z‹n “Mn `∆1{4n Nn
where Mn and Nn are some tight sequences of random variables. Before we
go into details, we need more notations. We again consider the SDE defined
in (2.1). However, in this section we assume that br1s, br2s P C4pRq. Under this
smoothness assumptions, we apply Ito’s lemma and write brkspXtq, k “ 1, 2 in
the stochastic differential form as
dbrkspXtq “ brk.1spXtqdWt ` brk.2spXtqdt.
Similarly, we define the processes brk1.k2.k3spXtq, k1, k2, k3 “ 1, 2. Throughout
the paper, we will also use the shorthand notations
b
rk1,...,kds
t “ brk1,...,kdspXtq, d “ 1, 2, 3, k1, . . . , kd “ 1, 2. (3.4)
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The following process, which is the first order approximation of sYtikn , will play
an important role throughout the proofs:
αtikn “ b
r1s
tikn
ĎWtikn ` sεtikn . (3.5)
Note that the quantity αtikn is obtained from
sYtikn via freezing the volatility
process at time tikn and ignoring the drift process b
r2s. We also need to define
a function gn and a process W pi, tq:
gnpsq “
kn´1ÿ
j“1
gpj{knq1ppj´1q∆n,j∆nspsq, (3.6)
W pi, tq “
ż tpi`1qkn^t
tikn^t
gnpu´ tiknqdWu. (3.7)
We note that gnpsq vanishes for s ď 0 and s ą pkn´ 1q∆n. Moreover, we obtain
the identity ĎWtikn “W pi, tpi`1qknq.
The next proposition, which gives the expansion of Z‹n, is a central result of this
section.
Proposition 3.1. We obtain
Z‹n “Mn `∆1{4n Nn,
where
Mn “ ∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
´
α2tikn ´ Erα
2
tikn
|Ftikn s
¯
and Nn “
6ÿ
k“1
Nn,k `Rn
with
Nn,1 “2∆
´1{2
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
b
r1s
tikn
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
νni puqdWu
Nn,2 “2∆
´1{2
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
b
r1s
tikn
b
r2.1s
tikn
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
ż u
tikn
dWsW pi, uqgnpu ´ tiknqdu,
Nn,3 “∆
3{2
n k
2
npψn3 q2
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
pbr2stikn q
2,
Nn,4 “∆
3{2
n k
2
np2ψn4 ´ ψn2 q
2ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
2b
r1s
tikn
b
r1.2s
tikn
` pbr1.1stikn q2
Nn,5 “2∆
´1{2
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
sεtikn
˜
ψn3 kn∆nb
r2s
tikn
` br1.1stikn
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
ż u
tikn
dWsdW pi, uq
¸
,
Nn,6 “∆
´1{2
n ψ
n
1 dn
ψn2 kn
»–ω2 ´ ∆n
2
1{∆nÿ
i“1
p∆εni q2
fifl ,
Rn “oPp1q
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where
νni puq “ br1.1stikn
˜ż u
tikn
“
2pWs ´Wtikn qgnps´ tiknq `W pi, sq
‰
dWs
¸
gnpu ´ tiknq
`br1.1stikn
˜ż u
tikn
gnps´ tiknqdsgnpu´ tiknq `
ż tpi`1qkn
u
pg2nps´ tiknq ´ ψn2 qds
¸
`ψn3 kn∆ngnpu´ tiknqbr2stikn .
Proof. See Section 8.
The meaning and the asymptotic behaviour of the quantity pMn, Nnq will
be explained in Section 5.
4 Asymptotic expansion theory with respect to
mixed normal limit
In this section, we briefly summarize the main elements of the martingale ex-
pansion for a mixed normal limit, which was developed in [13]. Suppose that,
on a filtered probability space pΩ,F , pFtqtPr0,1s,Pq, we have a auxiliary random
variable Zn satisfying
Zn “Mn ` rnNn,
where Nn is a tight sequence of random variables and prnq is a sequence of
positive numbers satisfying rn Ñ 0 (in our framework rn “ ∆1{4n ). Note that we
had this type of decomposition in the previous section. In addition, we assume
thatMn is a terminal value of some continuous pFtq-martingale pMnt qtPr0,1s with
Mn0 “ 0.We assume thatMn (and hence Zn) converges stably in law to a mixed
normal limit M :
Mn
dstÝÑM „MNp0, Cq.
Here, M is defined on an extension pΩ,F ,Pq of pΩ,F ,Pq. Let Fn be a reference
random variable, which is general here but will be Fn of (2.8) in Section 5. We
are interested in the asymptotic expansion of pZn, Fnq.
Let pCnt qtPr0,1s denote the quadratic variation process ofMn and pMtqtPr0,1s,
defined on an extenstion pΩ,F ,Pq of pΩ,F ,Pq, be a process satisfyingM “M1.
For Cn :“ Cn1 and Fn, we denotepCn “ r´1n pCn ´ Cq and pFn “ r´1n pFn ´ F q,
respectively, where C and F are some random variables. We impose the follow-
ing crucial assumption where [B1](i) involves a functional stable convergence.
[B1 ] (i) pMn¨ , Nn, pCn, pFnq dstÝÑ pM¨, N, pC, pF q,
(ii) Mt „MNp0, Ctq for each t P r0, 1s.
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All information concerning the Edgeworth expansion for pZn, Fnq is con-
tained in two random symbols σ and σ, which are introduced in the next sub-
section.
4.1 The random symbols σ and σ
We start with the random symbol σ. Let rF “ F _σpMq. We assume that there
exists random variables rCpzq, rNpzq, rF pzq such that
rCpMq “ Er pC| rFs, rNpMq “ ErN | rFs, rF pMq “ Er pF | rFs.
Then, we define the adaptive (classical) random symbol σ by
σpz, iu, ivq “ piuq
2
2
rCpzq ` iu rNpzq ` iv rF pzq. (4.1)
The anticipative random symbol σ is more involved and only given implicitly.
For this purpose, we define
Φnpu, vq “ Erexpp´u2C{2` ivF qpen1 puq ´ 1qψns (4.2)
where ent puq “ exppiuMnt `u2Cnt {2q and ψn is a truncation functional that takes
values in r0, 1s satisfying at least (i) Prψn “ 1s “ 1 ´ opr1`κn q as n Ñ 8 for
some positive constant κ, and (ii) Cn ´ C is bounded whenever ψn “ 1. We
observe that pent puqqtPr0,1s is an exponential martingale, that is integrable under
the truncation by ψn. Computations of Φnpu, vq can be done as if ψn “ 1 in
practice since the effect of the truncation is asymptotically negligible.
For α “ pα1, α2q P N20, 1 let |α| “ α1 ` α2. For a function of two variables,
we use the following differential operator notations:
dα “ dα1x1 dα2x2 and Bα “ i´|α|dα.
Set Φαnpu, vq “ BαΦnpu, vq. We suppose that the limit
Φαpu, vq “ lim
nÑ8
r´1n Φ
α
npu, vq
exists and has the form
Φαpu, vq “ BαErexpp´u2C{2` ivF qσpiu, ivqs (4.3)
for every α P Z2`, where σ is given by
σ “
ÿ
j
cjpiuqmj pivqnj (finite sum) (4.4)
where nj ,mj P N and cj are random variables. See [13] for details of the random
symbols.
1N0 “ Z` “ t0, 1, 2, ...u.
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Remark 4.1. We note that the random symbol σ dates back to [11] which deals
with a martingale expansion associated with a normal limit. On the other hand,
the random symbol σ first appeared in [13] and is due to the mixed normality
of the limit. Indeed, if C is deterministic, we may pretend ψn “ 1 by a suitable
stopping argument and obtain Ψnpu, vq “ 0 due to the martingale property of
ent puq. That means σ “ 0.
4.2 The asymptotic expansion of pZn, Fnq
We define the full random symbol σ by
σ “ σ ` σ.
We recall from (4.1) and (4.4) that σ and σ are finite polynomials in piu, ivq
with random coefficients. Hence, σ admits the decomposition
σpz, iu, ivq “
ÿ
j
cjpzqpiuqmj pivqnj (finite sum)
for some nj ,mj P N. We set the approximated density of pZn, Fnq as
pnpz, xq “Erφpz; 0, Cq|F “ xspF pxq (4.5)
` rn
ÿ
j
p´dzqmj p´dxqnj
`
Ercjpzqφpz; 0, Cq|F “ xspF pxq
˘
,
where φp¨; 0, b2q and pF denote the densities of Np0, b2q and F , respectively.
We note that pF exists due to the condition that will be imposed later. For
K, γ ą 0, let
EpK, γq “  h : R2 Ñ R|h is measurable and |hpz, xq| ď Kp1` |z| ` |x|qγ( .
For h P EpK, γq, we denote
∆nphq “
ˇˇˇˇ
ErhpZn, Fnqs ´
ż
hpz, xqpnpz, xqdzdx
ˇˇˇˇ
.
We are now at the stage to recall a basic result. We need elements of Malliavin
calculus to state it; see e.g. the book [8] for the main concepts. In what
follows, we will only treat one-dimensional functionals Mn and Fn, and a two-
dimensional Gaussian process as the input process, for simplicity of notation.
However, it is sufficient for the purpose of this paper.
For H “ L2pr´1, 1s ˆ t1, 2u, dtˆ νq, ν being the counting measure, let w “
pwphqqhPH be a Gaussian process associated with the Hilbert space H. That is,
w is a family of centered Gaussian random variables such that Erwphqwpgqs “ş
r´1,1sˆt1,2u hgdxdν for h, g P H. The Malliavin derivative is denoted byD, while
its dual, also called divergence operator, is denoted by δ “ D˚. For a separable
Hilbert space E, the Sobolev spaces Ds,ppEq of E-valued random variables are well
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defined, where s is the index of differentiability and p is the index of integrability.
We simply write Ds,p for Ds,ppRq. Let Ds,8pEq “
Ş
pą1Ds,ppEq.
For a multivariate functional U “ pU1, . . . , Udq the Malliavin covariance
matrix of U is given by σU :“ pxDUi, DUjyHq1ďi,jďd. We also set ∆U :“ detσU .
Besides [B1], we will consider the following conditions. We note that the R-
valued functional ξn appearing below is used to construct a truncation functional
ψn.
[B2 ]ℓ (i) F P Dℓ,8 and C P Dℓ,8.
(ii) Mn P Dℓ`1,8, Fn P Dℓ`1,8, Cn P Dℓ,8, Nn P Dℓ`1,8 and ξn P Dℓ,8.
Moreover, for every p ą 1,
sup
nPN
"
}Mn}ℓ`1,p ` }Cˆn}ℓ`1,p ` }Fˆn}ℓ`1,p
` }Nn}ℓ`1,p ` }ξn}ℓ,p
*
ă 8
[B3 ] (i) limnÑ8 Pr|ξn| ď 1{2s “ 1.
(ii) |Cn ´ C| ą r1´an implies |ξn| ě 1, where a P p0, 1{3q is a constant.
(iii) For any p ą 1, lim sup
nÑ8
E
“
1t|ξn|ď1u∆
´p
pMn,F q
‰ ă 8 and C´1 P Şpą1 Lp.
[B4 ]ℓ,m,n (i) σ is a random symbol of the form
σpz, iu, ivq “
ÿ
j
bjz
kj piuqmjpivqnj pbj P D4,8, mj ď 2, nj ď 1q
(ii) There exists a random symbol σ having a representation
σpiu, ivq “
ÿ
j
cjpiuqmj pivqnj pcj P Dℓ,8, mj ď m, nj ď nq
and (4.3) holds for every α P Z2`.
In assumption [B5], the term Φn (see (4.2)) involves the truncation functional
ψn which is described below. Suppose that ψ : R Ñ r0, 1s in C8pRq satisfies
ψpxq “ 1 if |x| ď 1{2 and ψpxq “ 0 if |x| ě 1. Let Qn “ pMn, F q and
Rn “ pNn, Fˆnq and define a random matrix R1n by
R1n “ σ´1Qn
`
rnxDQn, DRnyH ` rnxDRn, QRnyH ` r2nxDRn, DRnyH
˘
.
Then σpZn,Cnq “ σQnpI2 `R1nq. Let
ξ1n “ r´1n |R1n|2.
Then, the truncation functional ψn is composed by
ψn “ ψpξnqψpξ1nq. (4.6)
The functional ξn will be set more concretely in Section 8.5 for our application.
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[B5 ] For every α P Z2` and some ε “ εpαq P p0, 1q,
lim sup
nÑ8
sup
pu,vqPΛ0np2,qq
r´1n |pu, vq|3´ε|Φαnpu, vq| ă 8,
where Λ0np2, qq “ tpu, vq; |pu, vq| ď r´qn u and q “ p1 ´ aq{2.
The following customizes Theorem 1 of [13].
Theorem 4.2. Let n “ maxj nj and ℓ “ maxp5, 2rpn`3q{2sq. Let K, γ P p0,8q
and κ P p0, 1q be arbitrary numbers. Suppose that Conditions rB1s, rB2sℓ, rB3s,
rB4sℓ,m,n and rB5s are satisfied. Then for some constant K1 “ K1pK, γ, κq,
sup
hPEpK,γq
∆nphq ď K1P
“|ξn| ą 1{2‰κ ` oprnq. (4.7)
In other words, pn is the second order Edgeworth expansion of the distribu-
tion of the pair pZn, Fnq, if the event truncated by ξn is sufficiently small.
See [13] for details of the above theorem and other information, and also
arXiv 1210.3680v3 for updates. The Malliavin calculus is used to derive the
asymptotic expansion formula pn. Further, one needs the non-degeneracy of
the Malliavin covariance since the problem of validity of the asymptotic expan-
sion is deeply related with the regularity of the distribution of the underlying
functional. There is a counterexample, even in the classical expansion, if [B3]
(iii) is not satisfied. Condition [B5] is also a requirement for the non-degeneracy
of the same kind but regarding the correction term corresponding to the antic-
ipative random symbol.
Remark 4.3. Under a stronger assumption that Pr|ξn| ď 1{2s “ 1 ´ Oprκnq
for any κ ą 0, in place of [B3] (i), we can simply use ψn “ ψpξnq without
ξ1n apparently, and remove the first term on the right-hand side of (4.7). This
makes presentation of the result slightly simpler though the deeper truncation
(4.6) is re-constructed in the proof. In this case, Condition [B5] may also become
stronger since the truncation reduces.
5 Main results: Asymptotic expansion for the
pre-averaging estimator
In this section, we utilise the results from the general theory for a mixed normal
limit and obtain the Edgeworth expansion for the pre-averaging estimator.
5.1 Assumptions
We will consider Fn defined in (2.8) as a consistent estimator of C. We denote
by C8b the set of smooth functions on R whose all derivatives of positive orders
are bounded. Let
apxq “ 2θ
ˆ
pbr1spxqq2 ` ω
2ψ1
θ2ψ2
˙2
.
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We are assuming that suppLtX0u is compact and that ω is positive. We impose
the following condition on the processes br1s and br2s.
[V ] (i) br1s, br2s P C8b and br1spxq ­“ 0 for x P supp LtX0u.
(ii)
ř8
k“1 |dkxapX0q| ą 0.
Remark 5.1. If br1s is nonnegative, Condition [V] (ii) can be replaced by
(ii1)
ř8
k“1 |dkxbr1spX0q| ą 0.
Remark 5.2. By assumption, supp LtX0u is compact. We do not assume uni-
form ellipticity of the diffusion on the whole domain of br1s. The microstructure
noise serves as a smoother of the distribution of Mn. On the other hand, we
need regularity of the distribution of C defined in Theorem 2.1. Practically
this would be satisfied once C is random. If C is deterministic, the problem of
asymptotic expansion becomes a classical one that is tractable by [11]. We refer
to Section 6 for the exposition of this setting.
5.2 Stable limit theorem
We have seen in the previous section that the random coefficients of σ solely
depend on the limit of the stable convergence found in the condition [B1].
Hence, we need to compute M,N, pC, pF . In this section, we assume that
εti “ ω∆´1{2n pBti ´Bti´1q pi ě 0q (5.1)
where for the Gaussian process w “ pwphqqhPH, Bt “ wp1r´1,tsˆt2uq for t P
r´1, 1s, as well as Wt “ wp1r0,tsˆt1uq for t P r0, 1s. We assume that w is
independent of X0. The Malliavin derivative in the directions of W and B are
denoted by Dp1q and Dp2q, respectively.
The particular Gaussian framework of the model (5.1) is imposed to be able
to use Malliavin calculus. Our results can be directly extended to a more general
setting
εti “ ∆´1{2n
ż ti
ti´1
ωsdBs,
where ω is adapted to the filtration Gt “ σpX0, pWsqsďtq, under mild assump-
tions on the stochastic process pωtqtě0 (cf. [5]). However, we dispense with the
detailed exposition of this case.
Similarly to gnpsq and W pi, tq, we define
hnpsq “
kn´1ÿ
j“0
hpj{knq1ptj´1,tjspsq,
εpi, tq “ ´ω∆´1{2n
ż tpi`1qkn´1^t
tikn´1^t
hnpu ´ tiknqdBu.
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We remark that sεtikn “ εpi, tpi`1qknq “ εpi, tpi`1qkn´1q.
Let
αpi, uq “ br1stiknW pi, uq ` εpi, uq
and remark that αpi, uq, conditionally on Ftikn , is distributed as
N
˜
0,
ż u
tikn´1
rgnpu´ tiknq2pbr1stikn q
2 ` ω2∆´1n hnpu´ tiknq2sdu
¸
.
We will consider the filtration F “ pFtqtPr0,1s, each Ft being generated by X0,
tWsusPr0,ts and tBsusPr´1,ts. Itoˆ’s lemma implies that Mn is the terminal value
of the F-continuous martingale
Mnt “
2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn^t
tikn^t
αpi, uqdαpi, uq. (5.2)
According to the expression (5.2), we observe that the quadratic variation of
Mn satisfies
Cn “ xMny1 “
4∆
´1{2
n
pψn2 q2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
α2 pi, uq rdαpi, uqs2,
where
rdαpi, uqs2 “ rpbr1stikn q
2gnpu´ tiknq2 ` ω2∆´1n hnpu´ tiknq2sdu. (5.3)
Before going to the stable limit theorem, we observe that some of terms included
in Nn converge in probability. We want to separate them from others.
Lemma 5.3. We obtain the convergence in probability
Nn,k
PÝÑ Nk, k “ 2, 3, 4
where the quantities Nn,k are defined in Proposition 3.1 and
N2 “θpψ3q
2
ψ2
ż 1
0
br1su b
r2.1s
u du,
N3 “θpψ3q
2
ψ2
ż 1
0
pbr2su q2du,
N4 “θp2ψ4 ´ ψ2q
2ψ2
ż 1
0
2br1su b
r1.2s
u ` pbr1.1su q2du,
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After recalling the following notation used in the previous sectionpCn “ ∆´1{4n pCn ´ Cq, pFn “ ∆´1{4n pFn ´ Cq,
we are ready to state our stable convergence result.
Theorem 5.4. We obtain the stable convergence´
Mn, Nn, pCn, pFn¯ dstÝÑ pM,N, pC, pF q „MN ˆµ, ż 1
0
Σsds
˙
,
where µ1 “ µ3 “ µ4 “ Σ12s “ Σ23s “ Σ24s “ 0,
µ2 “
ż 1
0
µ2pbr1ss , br2ss , br1.1ss qdWs `
4ÿ
k“2
Nk
and
Σ11s “ 2θ
ˆ
pbr1ss q2 `
ω2ψ1
θ2ψ2
˙2
, Σ22s “ σ2pbr1ss , br2ss , br1.1ss q ´
”
µ2pbr1ss , br2ss , br1.1ss q
ı2
Σ33s “
16θ3
3
ˆ
pbr1ss q2 `
ω2ψ1
θ2ψ2
˙4
, Σ44s “
128
3
θ3
ˆ
pbr1ss q2 `
ω2ψ1
θ2ψ2
˙4
Σ13s “
8θ2
3
ˆ
pbr1ss q2 `
ω2ψ1
θ2ψ2
˙3
, Σ14s “ 8θ2
ˆ
pbr1ss q2 `
ω2ψ1
θ2ψ2
˙3
Σ34s “
44θ2
3
ˆ
pbr1ss q2 `
ω2ψ1
θ2ψ2
˙3
,
with
µ2px, y, zq “ θx
ψ2
`rpψ3q2 ` 2ψ4 ´ ψ2sz ` 2pψ3q2y˘
σ2px, y, zq “ 4θ
2x2
ψ22
“pψ7 ` ψ6qz2 ` p4ψ5 ´ ψ2qψ3yz ` ψ23ψ2y2‰
` 4ω
2ψ1
ψ22
“
ψ23y
2 ` ψ4z2
‰` 3ω4ψ21
θ4ψ22
.
Proof. See Section 8.
5.3 Computation of σ and σ
It is now straightword to compute σ. Indeed, the mixed normality of the limit
in Theorem 5.4 and (4.1) imply
σpz, iu, ivq “ piuq2H1pzq ` iuH2 ` ivH3pzq (5.4)
where
H1pzq “ z
ş1
0
Σ13s ds
2
ş1
0
Σ11s ds
, H2 “ µ2, H3pzq “ z
ş1
0
Σ14s dsş1
0
Σ11s ds
.
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Now, we pass to the calculation of σ. The anticipative random symbol σ in (4.3)
is characterized by
Φαpu, vq “ BαErexppp´u2{2` ivqCqσpiu, ivqs (5.5)
in the present situation. Using techniques from Malliavin calculus, we obtain
the following result.
Proposition 5.5. We obtain the identity
σpiu, ivq “ iu
ˆ
´u
2
2
` iv
˙2
H4 ` iu
ˆ
´u
2
2
` iv
˙
H5, (5.6)
where cpxq “
”
pbr1sq2pxq ` ω2ψ1
θ2ψ2
ı2
and
H4 “4θ
3ψ23
ψ2
ż 1
0
pbr1sq2pXtq
ˆż 1
t
c1pXrqDp1qt Xrdr
˙2
dt,
H5 “2θ
2ψ23
ψ2
ż 1
0
pbr1sq2pXtq
ˆż 1
t
”
c2pXrqpDp1qt Xrq2 ` c1pXrqDp1qt Dp1qt Xr
ı
dr
˙
dt.
Proof. See Section 8.
5.4 The asymptotic expansion of the pre-averaging esti-
mator
In view of (5.4) and (5.6), we observe that the full random symbol σ “ σ` σ is
given by
σpz, iu, ivq “
8ÿ
j“1
cjpzqpiuqmjpivqnj (5.7)
where
m1 “ 1, n1 “ 0, c1pzq “ H2, m2 “ 0, n2 “ 1, c2pzq “ H3pzq,
m3 “ 2, n3 “ 0, c3pzq “ H1pzq, m4 “ 1, n4 “ 1, c4pzq “ H5,
m5 “ 3, n5 “ 0, c5pzq “ 1
2
H5, m6 “ 1, n6 “ 2, c6pzq “ H4,
m7 “ 3, n7 “ 1, c7pzq “ H4, m8 “ 5, n8 “ 0, c8pzq “ 1
4
H4.
We continue as in Section 4.2 and define the density pnpz, xq by
pnpz, xq “φpz; 0, xqpCpxq (5.8)
`∆1{4n
8ÿ
j“1
p´dzqmj p´dxqnj
`
φpz; 0, xqpCpxqErcjpzq|C “ xs
˘
,
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according to (4.5). For h P EpK, γq, we also recall the notation
∆nphq “
ˇˇˇˇ
ErhpZ‹n, Fnqs ´
ż
hpz, xqpnpz, xqdzdx
ˇˇˇˇ
.
The following theorem is the main result of this article.
Theorem 5.6. Suppose that Condition rV s is satisfied. Let K ą 0, γ ą 0.
Then
sup
hPEpK,γq
∆nphq “ op∆1{4n q
Proof. See Section 8.
This theorem is not the end of the story. From the point of view of statistical
applications, the Edgeworth expansion associated to the studentized statistic
Z‹n{
?
Fn is more interesting. Since the representation of σ in (5.7) is the same
as in [10, Section 6], we easily obtain the second order Edgeworth expansion of
Z‹n{
?
Fn.
Corollary 5.7. Suppose that Condition rV s is fulfilled. We define the random
variables rH1 and rH3 via the identity Hkpzq “ z rHk, k “ 1, 3. Then the second
order Edgeworth expansion of Z‹n{
?
Fn is given by
pZ
‹
n{
?
Fnpyq “ φpy; 0, 1q `∆1{4n φpy; 0, 1q
”
y
´
ErH2C´1{2s ´ 1
2
ErH5C´3{2s
` 3
4
ErH4C´5{2s ` Er rH3C´1{2s ´ 3Er rH1C´1{2s¯
` y3
´
Er rH1C´1{2s ´ 1
2
Er rH3C´1{2s¯ı
Note that the polynomial involved in the second order term is odd of order 3.
However, in general it is not connected to the third order Hermite polynomial,
which appears in the classical Edgeworth expansion in the framework of i.i.d.
observations, see e.g. Theorem 2.5 in [3].
6 The case of constant volatility
The main focus of this paper was to investigate asymptotic expansions when
the estimated object C is random, as seen in the previous sections. We remark
however that Condition rV s(ii) is not satisfied when br1spxq “ b for all x. In
particular, the asymptotic expansion of Corollary 5.7 can not be directly applied
to the case of constant volatility.
For the sake of completeness, we thus present the second order Edgeworth
expansion in the setting br1spxq “ b identically, which relies on an earlier work
[11]. This article studies asymptotic expansions associated with a classical cen-
tral limit theorem and it does not require Condition rV s(ii). We note that the
expression for the asymptotic density pZ
‹
n{
?
Fn simplifies quite a bit in the case of
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constant volatility. In particular, in view of Remark 4.1, we obtain that σ “ 0.
Hence, H4 “ H5 “ 0. The following version of Corollary 5.7 is a consequence
of [11, Theorem 1].
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that br1spxq “ b identically and Condition rV s(i) holds.
Then the second order Edgeworth expansion of Z‹n{
?
Fn is given by
pZ
‹
n{
?
Fnpyq “ φpy; 0, 1q
`∆1{4n φpy; 0, 1qC´1{2
”
y
´
ErH2s ` rH3 ´ 3 rH1¯` y3´ rH1 ´ 1
2
rH3¯ı.
Proof. First, we notice that Condition rV s(i) implies the assumptions of [11,
Theorem 1]. The asymptotic expansion of [11, Theorem 1] has not been obtained
for the pair pZ‹n, Fnq, hence we require a stochastic expansion for the studentized
statistic Z‹n{
?
Fn directly. Denoting rn “ ∆1{4n , the Taylor expansion yields
Z‹n?
Fn
“ pMn ` rnNnq
ˆ
1
C1{2
´ pFn ´ Cq
2C3{2
` oPprnq
˙
“: Mn ` rnNn,
where, recalling the notation pFn “ r´1n pFn ´ Cq, we have
Mn “ Mn
C1{2
and Nn “ Nn
C1{2
´ Mn
pFn
2C3{2
` oPp1q.
Let us denote Cn :“ Cn{C. Applying Theorem 5.4, we deduce the joint stable
convergence
pMn,Nn, r´1n pCn ´ 1qq dstÝÑ
˜
M
C1{2
,
N
C1{2
´ M
pF
2C3{2
,
pC
C
¸
“: pM, η, ξq,
where ξ and η follow the notation from Theorem 1 of [11]. Recalling equations
(4.1) and (5.4), we observe the identities
Erη|M “ zs “ ErH2s
C1{2
´ z
2 rH3
2C1{2
and Erξ|M “ zs “ 2z
rH1
C1{2
.
The second order Edgeworth expansion of [11, Theorem 1] implies the formula
pZ
‹
n{
?
Fnpyq “ φpy; 0, 1q ` 1
2
rnB2ypErξ|M “ ysφpy; 0, 1qq ´ rnBypErη|M “ ys.
A straightforward calculation implies the desired asymptotic expansion.
7 Example
Example 7.1. Let a ą 0 and σ ą 0. We consider the Black-Scholes model to
illustrate the computations of the previous sections:
dXt “ aXtdt` σXtdWt.
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In this framework we have that
b
r1s
t “σXt, br1.1st “ σ2Xt, br1.2st “ aσXt,
b
r2s
t “aXt, br2.1st “ aσXt, br2.2st “ a2Xt.
Then, we immediately obtain that
C “2θ
ż 1
0
ˆ
σ2X2t `
ω2ψ1
θ2ψ2
˙2
dt, rH1 “ 2θ
3
ş1
0
´
σ2X2t ` ω
2ψ1
θ2ψ2
¯3
dtş1
0
´
σ2X2t ` ω
2ψ1
θ2ψ2
¯2
dt
, rH3 “ 6 rH1,
H2 “θσrpψ
2
3 ` 2ψ4 ´ ψ2qσ2 ` 2ψ23as
ψ2
ż 1
0
X2t dWt
` θr2ψ
2
3pσ2a` a2q ` p2ψ4 ´ ψ2qp2σ2a` σ4qs
2ψ2
ż 1
0
X2t dt.
We observe that D
p1q
s Xt satisfies, for t ě s,
Dp1qs Xt “ aDp1qs Xtdt` σDp1qs XtdWt, Dp1qs Xs “ σXs.
This easily implies
Dp1qs Xt “ σXs exp
“pa´ σ2{2qpt´ sq ` σpWt ´Wsq‰ “ σXt.
Hence, we deduce that cpxq “
”
σ2x2 ` ω2ψ1
θ2ψ2
ı2
and
H4 “4θ
3ψ23σ
4
ψ2
ż 1
0
X2t
ˆż 1
t
c1pXrqXrdr
˙2
dt,
H5 “2θ
2ψ23σ
4
ψ2
ż 1
0
X2t
ˆż 1
t
“
c2pXrqX2r ` c1pXrqXr
‰
dr
˙
dt.
Using the above quantities we may obtain the second order Edgeworth expansion
of Z‹n{
?
Fn using Corollary 5.7.
8 Proofs
8.1 Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.1
Without loss of generality, we suppose that the processes br1s and br2s are
bounded. This is done following a standard localization procedure, see [1]
for details. The first order approximation of sYtikn is given by the process
αtikn “ b
r1s
tikn
ĎWtikn ` sεtikn (see also the statement of Proposition 3.1). Hence,
we obtain that the dominating term in Zn is
Mn “ ∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
"
α2tikn ´ Erα
2
tikn
|Ftikn s
*
.
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Using the notation
βtikn “
∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
´
α2tikn ´ Erα2tikn |Ftikn s
¯
,
we observe that βtikn is Ftpi`1qkn -measurable and Erβtikn |Ftikn s “ 0 holds.
Moreover, we get
dn´1ÿ
i“0
Er`βtikn ˘2 |Ftikn s “ 2∆´1{2npψn2 q2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ˆ
pbr1stikn q2ψn2 kn∆n `
ψn1ω
2
kn
˙2
PÝÑ C.
Therefore, the first claim follows from Theorem IX.7.28 of [7]. As for the second
claim, we again observe that the first order approximation of sYtikn is given by
the process αtikn . Moreover, we see that the main term in Fn satisfies
2∆
´1{2
n
3pψn2 q2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
Er`αtikn ˘4 |Ftikn s “ 2∆´1{2n dn´1ÿ
i“0
ˆ
pbr1stikn q2kn∆n `
ψn1ω
2
ψn2 kn
˙2
PÝÑ C.
8.2 Proofs of Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 5.4
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Proceeding as the in previous section, we apply a
localization procedure and suppose that all processes of the form brk1...kms,
ki “ 1, 2, are bounded. We will apply the following version of Burkholder’s
inequality several times. For any process U as in (2.1) with bounded drift and
diffusion terms and any p ě 0, we have
Er|Ut ´ Us|ps ď Cp|t´ s|p{2. (8.1)
Hence, we may apply this result for the following terms: br1s, br2s, br1.1s, br1.2s,
br2.1s and br2.2s. We expand and denote
∆´1{4n Vn “
∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
` sXtikn ˘2 ` 2∆´1{4nψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
sXtikn sεtikn
` ∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
„sε2tikn ´ ψn1 ω2kn

` ∆
´1{4
n ψ
n
1 dn
ψn2 kn
»–ω2 ´ ∆n
2
1{∆nÿ
i“1
p∆Y ni q2
fifl
“: Rp1qn `Rp2qn `Rp3qn `∆1{4n Nn,6 ` oPp∆1{4n q. (8.2)
Let’s look at the term R
r2s
n first. Due to
sXtikn “br1stiknĎWtikn ` ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
”
pbr1su ´ br1stikn qdW pi, uq ` gnpu´ tiknqb
r2s
u du
ı
,
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we obtain
Rp2qn “
2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
#
b
r1s
tikn
ĎWtikn sεtikn ` ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
pbr1su ´ br1stikn qdW pi, uq ˆ sεtikn
+
` 2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
gnpu´ tiknqbr2su duˆ sεtikn
“2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
b
r1s
tikn
ĎWtikn sεtikn
` 2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
˜
b
r1.1s
tikn
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
ż u
tikn
dWsdW pi, uq ` br2stiknψ
n
3 kn∆n
¸ sεtikn
` oPp∆1{4n q
“ : Rp2.1qn `∆1{4n Nn,5 ` oPp∆1{4n q. (8.3)
In above computation, oPp∆1{4n q-error terms were obtained by applying (8.1) to
the processes br1.1s and br2s. Let’s provide some details. (8.1) applied to the
process br2s implies
Er|br2su ´ br2stikn |
ps ď Cp∆p{4n .
for each 0 ď i ď dn ´ 1 and tikn ď u ď tpi`1qkn . Then, we obtainż tpi`1qkn
tikn
gnpu´ tiknqpbr2su ´ br2stikn qduˆ sεtikn “ OPp∆nq and
2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
gnpu´ tiknqpbr2su ´ br2stikn qdu ˆ sεtikn “ OPp∆1{2n q,
where we used the independece of X and ε, and the i.i.d assumption on ε for
the second result above.
Now, we pass to the expansion of R
p1q
n . Analogous toW pi, tq defined in (3.6),
we define a new process
Xpi, tq “
ż t
tikn
gnpu´ tiknqbr1su dWu `
ż t
tikn
gnpu´ tiknqbr2su du.
We remark that sXtikn “ Xpi, tpi`1qknq.
Now, Ito’s lemma yields
p sXtikn q2 “2 ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
Xpi, uqpbr1su dW pi, uq ` gnpu ´ tiknqbr2su duq
`
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
pgnpu ´ tiknqq2pbr1su q2du.
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Therefore, we get
Rp1qn “
2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
Xpi, uqbr1su dW pi, uq
` 2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
Xpi, uqgnpu´ tiknqbr2su du
` ∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
pgnpu´ ikn∆nqq2pbr1su q2du
“ : Rp1.1qn `Rp1.2qn `Rp1.3qn .
Here, R
p1.1q
n is decomposed as
Rp1.1qn “
2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
ż u
tikn
br1ss dW pi, sqbr1su dW pi, uq
` 2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
ż u
tikn
gnps´ tiknqbr2ss ds br1su dW pi, uq
“ 2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
pbr1stikn q
2
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
W pi, uqdW pi, uq
` 2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
b
r1s
tikn
b
r1.1s
tikn
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
ż u
tikn
pWs ´Wtikn qdW pi, sqdW pi, uq
` 2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
b
r1s
tikn
b
r2s
tikn
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
ż u
tikn
gnps´ tiknqdsdW pi, uq
` 2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
b
r1s
tikn
b
r1.1s
tikn
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
ż u
tikn
dWsW pi, uqdW pi, uq ` oPp∆1{4n q
“: Rp1.1.1qn `Rp1.1.2qn `Rp1.1.3qn `Rp1.1.4qn ` oPp∆1{4n q. (8.4)
Using (8.2), (8.3) and (8.4), we immediately observe that
Rp1.1.1qn “
∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
pbr1stiknĎWtikn q2 ´ Erpbr1stiknĎWtikn q2|Ftikn s and
Mn “Rp1.1.1qn `Rp2.1qn `Rp3qn .
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Regarding the term R
p1.2q
n , we proceed similarly and obtain
Rp1.2qn “
2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
b
r1s
tikn
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
W pi, uqgnpu ´ tiknqbr2su du
` 2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
pbr2stikn q
2
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
ż u
tikn
gnps´ tiknqds gnpu ´ tiknqdu ` oPp∆1{4n q
“ 2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
b
r1s
tikn
b
r2s
tikn
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
W pi, uqgnpu´ tiknqdu
` 2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
b
r1s
tikn
b
r2.1s
tikn
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
ż u
tikn
dWsW pi, uqgnpu´ tiknqdu
` ∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
pbr2stikn q
2
˜ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
gnpu ´ tiknqdu
¸2
` oPp∆1{4n q
“: Rp1.2.1qn `∆1{4n Nn,2 `∆1{4n Nn,3 ` oPp∆1{4n q. (8.5)
In view of (8.4) and (8.5), we note that Ito’s product rule yields
Rp1.1.3qn `Rp1.2.1qn “
2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
b
r1s
tikn
b
r2s
tikn
ĎWtikn ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
gnpu´ tiknqdu
“2ψ
n
3 kn∆
3{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
b
r1s
tikn
b
r2s
tikn
ĎWtikn “: ∆1{4n N p1qn,1. (8.6)
Finally, we look at R
p1.3q
n and V. For both terms we use
pbr1su q2 “ pbr1stikn q
2 ` 2
ż u
tikn
br1ss
´
br1.1ss dWs ` br1.2ss ds
¯
`
ż u
tikn
pbr1.1ss q2ds.
Then, recalling the definition of Z‹n in (3.2) and the estimate (3.3), we get
Rp1.3qn ´∆´1{4n
ż dnkn∆n
0
pbr1.1su q2du
“ 2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
b
r1s
tikn
b
r1.1s
tikn
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
pg2npu´ tiknq ´ ψn2 qpWu ´Wtikn qdu
` ∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
”
2b
r1s
tikn
b
r1.2s
tikn
` pbr1.1stikn q2
ı ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
ppgnpu´ tiknqq2 ´ ψn2 qudu
“: ∆1{4n pN p2qn,1 `Nn,4q. (8.7)
Using (8.4), (8.6), (8.7) and Ito’s formula, we obtain
Rp1.1.2qn `Rp1.1.4qn `∆1{4n
´
N
p1q
n,1 `N p2qn,1
¯
“ ∆1{4n Nn,1.
This finishes the proof of Proposition 3.1.
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Proof of Theorem 5.4. We write
Mn “
dn´1ÿ
i“0
χni,1, Nn “
4ÿ
k“2
Nn,k `
dn´1ÿ
i“0
χni,2,
pCn “ Kn ` dn´1ÿ
i“0
χni,3,
pFn “ Ln ` dn´1ÿ
i“0
χni,4,
where
χni,1 “
∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
´
α2tikn ´ Erα2tikn |Ftikn s
¯
,
χni,2 “
2∆
´1{2
n
ψn2
b
r1s
tikn
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
νni puqdWu`
2∆
´1{2
n
ψn2
sεtikn
˜
ψn3 kn∆nb
r2s
tikn
` br1.1stikn
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
ż u
tikn
dWsdW pi, uq
¸
,
` ∆
´1{2
n ψ
n
1
2ψn2 pknq2
knÿ
j“1
“
2ω2 ´ p∆εnikn`jq2
‰
,
χni,3 “
4∆
´3{4
n
pψn2 q2
ż tpi`1qkn´1
tikn´1
`
α2pi, uq ´ Erα2pi, uq|Ftikn s
˘ rdαpi, uqs2,
χni,4 “
2∆
´3{4
n
3pψn2 q2
´
α4tikn ´ Erα
4
tikn
|Ftikn s
¯
,
Kn “ ∆´1{4n
˜
4∆
´1{2
n
pψn2 q2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn´1
tikn´1
Erα2pi, uq|Ftikn srdαpi, uqs2 ´ C
¸
,
Ln “ 2∆
´3{4
n
3pψn2 q2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
´
psYtikn q4 ´ α4tikn¯
`∆´1{4n
˜
2∆
´1{2
n
3pψn2 q2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
Erα4tikn |Ftikn s ´ C
¸
,
and the quantity rdαpi, uqs2 has been introduced in (5.3). We observe that
Kn
PÝÑ 0 and Ln PÝÑ 0. We recall that αtikn , conditionally on Ftikn , is dis-
tributed as
N
ˆ
0, ψn2 kn∆npbr1stikn q2 `
ψn1ω
2
kn
˙
.
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Then, for χni “ pχni,1, χni,2, χni,3, χni,4q we obtain
dn´1ÿ
i“0
Erχni,kχni,l|Ftikn s
PÝÑ
ż 1
0
Σkls ds,
dn´1ÿ
i“0
Erχni,kpWtpi`1qkn ´Wtikn q|Ftikn s
PÝÑ
ż 1
0
µksds
dn´1ÿ
i“0
Erχni,kpBtpi`1qkn ´Btikn q|Ftikn s
PÝÑ 0
for 1 ď k, l ď 4, where the stochastic processes Σkl and µk are introduced in
Theorem 5.4. For any δ ą 0 and 1 ď k ď 4, we observe that
dn´1ÿ
i“0
Er|χni,k|21t|χni,k|ąδu|Ftikn s ď δ´2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
Er|χni,k|4|Ftikn s ď Cǫkn∆n Ñ 0.
Now, let Q be a bounded continuous martingale with xW,Qy “ xB,Qy “ 0. A
standard argument (see e.g. [5]) shows that
Erχni,kpQtpi`1qkn ´Qtikn q|Ftikn s “ 0.
This implies
dn´1ÿ
i“0
Erχni,kpQtpi`1qkn ´Qtikn q|Ftikn s Ñ 0.
Then, we are done using Theorem IX.7.28 of [7].
8.3 Nondegeneracy of C
For
C “ 2θ
ż 1
0
ˆ
pbr1su q2 `
ω2ψ1
θ2ψ2
˙2
du,
we get
Dp1qr C “ 8θ
ż 1
r
ˆ
pbr1su q2 `
ω2ψ1
θ2ψ2
˙
br1su pbr1su q1Dp1qr Xudu
and D
p2q
r C “ 0 for r P r0, 1s. We write
σ22ptq “
ż t
0
ˆ
8θ
ż 1
r
ˆ
pbr1su q2 `
ω2ψ1
θ2ψ2
˙
br1su pbr1su q1Dp1qr Xudu
˙2
dr.
Then C’s Malliavin covariance σC “ σ22p1q, i.e. }DC}2H “ σ22p1q.
We will work with the two-dimensional stochastic process X¯t “ pXp1qt , Xp2qt q
defined by the stochastic integral equation
X¯t “ X¯0 `
ż t
0
V1pX¯sq ˝ dWs `
ż t
0
V0pX¯sqds
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for t P r0, 1s, where ˝ denotes the Stratonovich integral. The coefficients are
given by
V1pxq “
„
br1spxp1qq
0

, V0pxq “
„
b˜r2spxp1qq
apxp1qq

for x “ pxp1q, xp2qq, b˜r2s “ br2s ´ 2´1br1spbr1sq1 and
apxp1qq “ 2θ
ˆ
pbr1spxp1qqq2 ` ω
2ψ1
θ2ψ2
˙2
already defined. Condition [V] implies the Ho¨rmander condition
LierV0;V1spxp1q, 0q “ R2 p@xp1q P suppLtX0uq
where LierV0;V1s, the Lie algebra generated by V1 and V0, is defined in the
following way. The Lie bracket of V and W is given by
rV,W spxq “ DV pxqW pxq ´DW pxqV pxq,
where DV pxq is the derivative of V at x. Then, we define the Lie algebra
by LierV0;V1s “ span
´Ť8
j“0Σj
¯
, where Σ0 “ tV1u and Σj “ trV, Vis; V P
Σj´1, i “ 0, 1u (j ě 1). It is then possible to deduce that
σ22ptq´1 P
č
pą1
Lp (8.8)
for every t P p0, 1s. For details, we refer the reader to [10, 12, 13].
8.4 Setting sn and a local nondegeneracy of pM
n
t , Cq
The Malliavin covariance matrix of pMnt , Cq is denoted by
σpMnt ,Cq “
„
σ11pn, tq σ12pn, tq
σ21pn, tq σ22p1q

.
Recall that
αpi, tq “ br1stiknW pi, tq ` εpi, tq,
W pi, tq “
ż tpi`1qkn^t
tikn^t
gnpu´ tiknqdWu,
εpi, tq “ ω∆´1{2n
ż tpi`1qkn´1^t
tikn´1^t
´hnpu´ tiknqdBu.
Denoting by xUy the quadratic variation process of U , we conclude that
xαpi, ¨qyt “ pbr1stikn q2
ż tpi`1qkn^t
tikn^t
gnpu ´ tiknq2du
`ω2∆´1n
ż tpi`1qkn´1^t
tikn´1^t
hnpu´ tiknq2du.
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and
Dp1qr W pi, tq “ gnpr ´ tiknq1ptikn^t,tpi`1qkn^tsprq
“ gnpr ´ tiknq1ptikn ,tpi`1qkn sprq1trďtu.
Obviously,
Erα2tikn |Ftikn s “ pb
r1s
tikn
q2ψn2 kn∆n ` ω2∆´1n
ż tpi`1qkn´1
tikn´1
hnpu´ tiknq2du.
Since
Mnt “
2∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn^t
tikn^t
αpi, uqdαpi, uq.
“ ∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
 
αpi, tq2 ´ xαpi, ¨qyt
(
,
it follows that
Dp1qr M
n
t “
∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
ˆ
dn´1ÿ
i“0
#
2αpi, tq
´
pbr1sq1tiknD
p1q
r XtiknW pi, tq1p0,tikn sprq ` b
r1s
tikn
Dp1qr W pi, tq
¯
´ 2br1stikn pbr1sq1tiknD
p1q
r Xtikn
ż tpi`1qkn^t
tikn^t
gnpu ´ tiknq2du1p0,tikn sprq
+
“ ∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
«
dn´1ÿ
l“i`1
2pbr1sq1tlknD
p1q
r Xtlkn
"
αpl, tqW pl, tq
´ br1stlkn
ż tpl`1qkn^t
tlkn^t
gnpu´ tlknq2du
*
` 2αpi, tqbr1stiknGiprq1trďtu
ff
1Iiprq.
and
Dp2qr M
n
t “
´∆´1{4n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
2αpi, tqω∆´1{2n hnpr ´ tiknq1ptikn´1^t,tpi`1qkn´1^tsprq
“ ∆
´1{4
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
2αpi, tqω∆´1{2n Hiprq1trďtu ˆ 1ptikn´1,tpi`1qkn´1sprq.
where Ii “ ptikn , tpi`1qkns, Ii,j “ ptikn`j´1, tikn`js, and we use the notations
Giprq “
řkn´1
j“1 gpj{knq1Ii,j prq and Hiprq “
řkn´1
j“0 ´hpj{knq1Ii,j prq. Hence, the
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Malliavin covariance matrix of Mnt is expressed by
σMnt ” σ11pn, tq
“ 1pψn2 q2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
«
2∆´1{4n αpi, tqbr1stiknGiprq1trďtu `∆1{4n
dn´1ÿ
l“i`1
2pbr1stlkn q1
ˆDrXtlkn∆´1{2n
“
αpl, tqW pl, tq ´ br1stlkn
ż tpl`1qkn^t
tlkn^t
gnpu ´ tlknq2du
‰ff2
dr
` 1pψn2 q2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn´1^t
tikn´1^t
r2∆´1{4n αpi, tqω∆´1{2n Hiprqs2 dr.
The cross Malliavin covariance xMnt , CyH of pMnt , Cq is given by
σ12ptq “ 1
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
#«
2∆´1{4n αpi, tqbr1stiknGiprq1trďtu ` 2∆1{4n ˆ
pÿ
l“i`1
pbr1sq1tlknD
p1q
r Xtlkn∆
´1{2
n
“
αpl, tqW pl, tq ´ br1stlkn
ż tpl`1qkn^t
tlkn^t
g2npu ´ tlknqdu
‰ff
ˆ
«
8θ
ż 1
r
ˆ
pbr1su q2 `
ω2ψ1
θ2ψ2
˙
br1su pbr1su q1Dp1qr Xudu
ff+
dr.
Now, let
σpn, tq “
„
σ11pn, tq σ12pn, tq
σ12pn, tq σ22ptq

.
Then, we modify σpn, tq for t “ tpp`1qkn by
σ˜pn, tq “
„
σ˜11pn, tq σ˜12pn, tq
σ˜12pn, tq σ22ptq

pt “ tpp`1qknq
with
σ˜11pn, tq “ 1pψn2 q2
pÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
”
2∆´1{4n αtikn b
r1s
tikn
Giprq
ı2
dr
` 1pψn2 q2
pÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn´1
tikn´1
r2∆´1{4n αtiknω∆´1{2n Hiprqs2 dr `
1
pψn2 q2
pÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
ˆ
«
∆1{4n
pÿ
l“i`1
2pbr1sq1tlknD
p1q
r Xtlkn∆
´1{2
n
“
αtlknW tlkn ´ b
r1s
tlkn
ψn2 kn∆n
‰ff2
dr.
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and
σ˜12pn, tq “ 1
ψn2
pÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
#«
∆1{4n
pÿ
l“i`1
2pbr1sq1tlknD
p1q
r Xtlkn
ˆ∆´1{2n
“
αtlknW tlkn ´ b
r1s
tlkn
ż tpl`1qkn^t
tlkn^t
gnpu´ tlknq2du
‰ff
ˆ
«
8θ
ż 1
r
ˆ
pbr1su q2 `
ω2ψ1
θ2ψ2
˙
br1su pbr1su q1Dp1qr Xudu
ff+
dr,
evaluated at t “ tpp`1qkn , respectively. Let
J
p1q
n,l “ ∆´1{4n W tlkn “ ∆´1{4n
ż tpl`1qkn
tlkn
gnps´ lkn∆nqdWs
and
J
p2q
n,l “ ∆´1{4n εtlkn “ ´ω∆´3{4n
ż tpl`1qkn
tlkn
hnps´ lkn∆nqdBs.
By definition,
αtlkn “ ∆1{4n
`
b
r1s
tlkn
J
p1q
n,l ` J p2qn,l
˘
and
αtlknW tlkn ´ b
r1s
tlkn
ψn2 kn∆n “ br1stlkn
`
W
2
tlkn
´ ψn2 kn∆n
˘` εtlknW tlkn
“ ∆1{2n J p3qn,l `∆1{2n J p4qn,l `∆1{2n J p5qn,l
where
J
p3q
n,l “ ∆´1{2n br1stlkn
ż tpl`1qkn
tlkn
dWs2gnps´ lkn∆nq
ż s
tlkn
dWugnpu ´ lkn∆nqdWu
J
p4q
n,l “ ∆´1{2n
ż tpl`1qkn
tlkn
dWsgnps´ lkn∆nq
ż s
tlkn
dBup´ωq∆´1{2n hnpu´ tlknq
J
p5q
n,l “ ∆´1{2n
ż tpl`1qkn
tlkn
dBsp´ωq∆´1{2n hnps´ tlknq
ż s
tlkn
dWugnpu ´ lkn∆nq
We claim that for every q ą 1,
sup
p
›››∆1{2n pÿ
i“0
Cpi, pq
›››
q
“ Op∆1{4n q (8.9)
as nÑ8 for
Cpi, pq “ ∆´1{4n αtikn b
r1s
tikn
∆1{4n
ˆ
pÿ
l“i`1
pbr1stlkn q1
ˆ
∆´1{2n
ż
Ii
Dp1qr Xtlkn dr
˙
∆´1{2n rαtlknĎWtlkn ´ br1stlknψn2 kn∆nqs.
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We have
Cpi, pq “
ˆ
pbr1stikn q
2J
p1q
n,l ` br1stiknJ
p2q
n,l
˙
ˆ∆1{4n
pÿ
l“i`1
pbr1stlkn q1
ˆ
∆´1{2n
ż
Ii
Dp1qr Xtlkndr
˙ `
J
p3q
n,l ` J p4qn,l ` J p5qn,l
˘
.
Then the estimate (8.9) follows from Lemma 5 of [13]. By using (8.9), we see
σMntpp`1qkn
“ 1pψn2 q2
pÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
#”
2∆´1{4n αtikn b
r1s
tikn
Giprq
ı2
`
«
∆1{4n
pÿ
l“i`1
pbr1stlkn q
1Dp1qr Xtlkn∆
´1{2
n r2αtlknĎWtlkn ´ 2br1stlknψn2 kn∆nqs
ff2
`
”
2∆´1{4n αtiknω∆
´1{2
n Hiprq
ı2+
dr `OLqp∆1{4n q
“ σˆ11pn, tpp`1qknq `OLqp∆1{4n q
as nÑ8 uniformly in p, for every q ą 1. That is,
sup
pt,pq: t“tpp`1qkn
,
p“0,...,dn´1
››σ11pn, tq ´ σ˜11pn, tq››q “ Op∆1{4n q
for every q ą 1. In a similar fashion, we also obtain
sup
pt,pq: t“tpp`1qkn
,
p“0,...,dn´1
››σ12pn, tq ´ σ˜12pn, tq››q “ Op∆1{4n q
as nÑ8 for every q ą 1. In this way, we obtain the following result.
Lemma 8.1.
sup
pt,pq: t“tpp`1qkn
,
p“0,...,dn´1
››σpn, tq ´ σ˜pn, tq››
q
“ Op∆1{4n q
as nÑ8 for every q ą 1.
Define mnppq by
mnppq “ 1pψn2 q2
pÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
”
2∆´1{4n αtikn b
r1s
tikn
Giprq
ı2
dr
` 1pψn2 q2
pÿ
i“0
ż tpi`1qkn´1
tikn´1
r2∆´1{4n αtiknω∆´1{2n Hiprqs2 dr.
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we see
det σ˜
`
n, tpp`1qkn
˘ “ σ˜11pn, tpp`1qknqσ22ptpp`1qknq ´ σ˜12pn, tpp`1qknq2
ě mnppq σ22ptpp`1qknq. (8.10)
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Let un “ tdn{2ukn∆n and let pn “ tdn{2u´ 1. Set mˆn “ mnppnq. Define sn by
sn “ 1
2
„
mˆnσ22punq ` ψ
ˆ
mˆn
2c1
˙
,
where ψ : R Ñ r0, 1s in C8pRq and satisfies ψpxq “ 1 if |x| ď 1{2 and ψpxq “ 0
if |x| ě 1. Then, we observe that sn ě 1{2 if mˆn ď c1, and sn ě 2´1mˆnσ22punq
otherwise.
Lemma 8.2. For each q ą 1,
lim sup
nÑ8
Ers´qn s ă 8.
Proof. The result easily follows from (8.8).
Let
m:n “
4
ψ22
pnÿ
i“0
∆´1{2n
`rbr1stiknĎWtikn s2 ` rsεtikn s2˘
ˆ
pbr1stikn q
2ψn2 kn∆n `
ω2ψn1
kn
˙
.
Then, for every q ą 1 the orthogonality between W tikn and εtikn gives››mˆn ´m:n››q “ Op∆1{4n q
Let Πn “ ttikn ; i “ 0, ..., dn ´ 1u.
Lemma 8.3. For sufficiently small positive number c1,
sup
tě1{2
P
“
detσpMnt ,Cq ă sn
‰ “ Op∆ξnq
where ξ is arbitrary positive number.
Proof. With the help of (8.10), Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2, we have
sup
tě1{2
P
“
det σpMnt ,Cq ă sn
‰ ď sup
tě1{2
P
“
detσpn, tq ă sn
‰
ď sup
tPΠn;tě1{2
P
“
detσpn, tq ă 1.5sn
‰
` sup
s,t;|s´t|ďkn∆n
P
“| detσpn, tq ´ detσpn, sq| ą 0.5sn‰
ď sup
tPΠn;tě1{2
P
“
det σ˜pn, tq ă 2sn
‰
` sup
tPΠn;tě1{2
P
“|σ˜pn, tq ´ σpn, tq| ą 0.5sn‰`Op∆ξnq
ď sup
pěpn
P
“
mnppq σ22ptpp`1qknq ă 2sn
‰
` sup
tPΠn;tě1{2
P
“|σ˜pn, tq ´ σpn, tq| ą 0.5sn‰`Op∆ξnq
ď P“mnppnq σ22punq ă 2sn‰`Op∆ξnq
ď P“mˆn ď c1‰`Op∆ξnq
ď P“m:n ď c1‰`Op∆ξnq “ Op∆ξnq
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where ξ can be any positive number, if we chose a sufficiently small positive
number c1.
8.5 Composition of ξn
We again consider ψ : R Ñ r0, 1s in C8pRq that satisfies ψpxq “ 1 if |x| ď 1{2
and ψpxq “ 0 if |x| ě 1. For rn “ ∆1{4n , let
ξ2n “ r´c
˚{2
n pCn ´ Cq ` 2r1` 4∆pMn,Cqs´1n s´1 ` rc
˚
1
{2
n C
2,
where c˚1 ą 0, and c˚ P p2q, 1q for q “ p1´ aq{2 for a fixed a P p0, 1{3q. Let
ξ˜n “
ż
r0,1s2
ˆ
r
´q{2
n |Cnt ´ Ct ´ Cns ` Cs|
|t´ s|3{8
˙8
dtds,
where Cnt “ xMnyt. We compose ξn as ξn “ ξ2n ` ξ˜n.
Tracing the derivation of the stochastic expansion, we can see the expansion
holds in Ds,p sense and Condition [B2]ℓ holds for arbitrary ℓ P N. It is easy
to verify [B3] (i) by estimating P
“
2r1` 4∆pMn,Cqs´1n s´1 ą 2{5
‰
with the aid of
Lemma 8.3. Condition [B3] (ii) is immediate by definition. Condition [B3] (iii)
follows from Lemma 8.2.
8.6 Estimate of Φαn
We shall verify Condition [B5] to prove the validity of the asymptotic expansion.
We know
Φαnpu, vq “ i´|α|dαpu,vqE
„ ż 1
0
ent puqdpiuMnt qΨpu, vqψn

with Ψpu, vq “ exppp´u2q` ivqCq. The FGH-decomposition ([13]) will be used:
ent pu, vqΨpu, vq “ Fnt pu, vqGnt puqHnt puq
with
F
n
t pu, vq “ exp piuMnt ` ivCq ,
G
n
t puq “ exp
ˆ
´1
2
u2pC ´ Ctq
˙
,
H
n
t puq “ exp
ˆ
1
2
u2pCnt ´ Ctq
˙
.
Applying the duality twice, we obtain the representation
∆´1{4n Φ
0
npu, vq “
2∆
´1{2
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
dtds Eni pu, vqt,s
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where
Eni pu, vqt,s “ E
“
F
n
t pu, vqGnt puqHnt puqΞni pu, vqt,s
‰
.
The functional Ξnt,spu, vq is given by
Ξni pu, vqt,s
“ iu`ent puqΨpu, vq˘´1
ˆ
"
gnps´ tiknqgnpt´ tiknqbr1stiknD
p1q
s
ˆ
ent puqbr1stiknD
p1q
t pΨpu, vqψnq
˙
` gnps´ tiknq∆´1{2n hnpt´ tiknqbr1stikn p´ωqD
p1q
s
ˆ
ent puqΨpu, vqDp2qt ψn
˙
` ∆´1{2n hnps´ tiknqgnpt´ tiknqbr1stikn p´ωqDp2qs
ˆ
ent puqbr1stiknD
p1q
t pΨpu, vqψnq
˙
` ∆´1{2n hnps´ tiknq∆´1{2n hnpt´ tiknqp´ωq2Dp2qs
ˆ
ent puqΨpu, vqDp2qt ψn
˙*
After all, Ξni pu, vqt,s is a polynomial of densities of Op1q that are stable in Lp
sense. We note that the functions t ÞÑ ∆´1{2n hnpt´ tiknq are stable as nÑ8.
By the integration-by-parts formula applied at most 8 times, following the
(a)-(h) procedure (pages 911-912 of [13]), we can obtain the estimate
lim sup
nÑ8
sup
i“0,...,dn´1
sup
t,sPr0,1s
sup
pu,vqPΛ0np2,qq
|pu, vq|3|Eni pu, vqt,s| ă 8.
Indeed, for t ă 1{2, we take advantage of the decay of Gnt puq in u and the
nondegeneracy of C for v, i.e., (8.8). For t ě 1{2, we can use nondegeneracy of
pMnt , Cq for pu, vq, i.e., Lemmas 8.3 and 8.2. Estimation of Φαnpu, vq is similarly
done. In this way, Condition [B5] has been verified.
8.7 Proof of Proposition 5.5 and Theorem 5.6
Since ent puq is an exponential martingale and C is bounded on the event tψn ą
0u, we have
Φnpu, vq “ E
„ż 1
0
ent puqdpiuMnt qΨpu, vqψn

,
where
Ψpu, vq “ exp `p´u2{2` ivqC˘.
We decompose ∆
´1{4
n Φnpu, vq as
∆´1{4n Φnpu, vq “ Uˇnpu, vq ` Uˆnpu, vq,
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where
Uˇnpu, vq “ ∆´
1
4
n
dn´1ÿ
i“0
E
«
Ψpu, vq
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
entikn´1puqdpiuMnt qψn
ff
,
Uˆnpu, vq “ ∆´
1
4
n
dn´1ÿ
i“0
E
«
Ψpu, vq
ż tpi`1qkn
tikn
pent puq ´ entikn´1puqqdpiuM
n
t qψn
ff
.
We will prove that Uˇnpu, vq is the main term and Uˆnpu, vq is negligible.
Let us first look at the term Uˇnpu, vq. We observe that
Uˇnpu, vq “ 2∆
´1{2
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
dtds Eˇni pu, vqt,s
where Eˇni pu, vqt,s has a representation similar to Eni pu, vqt,s as
Eˇni pu, vqt,s “ E
“
entikn´1puqΨpu, vqΞˇ
n
i pu, vqt,s
‰
with
Ξˇni pu, vqt,s “ iu
`
entikn´1puqΨpu, vq
˘´1
ˆ
"
gnps´ tiknqgnpt´ tiknqbr1stikn e
n
tikn´1puqb
r1s
tikn
Dp1qs
ˆ
D
p1q
t pΨpu, vqψnq
˙
` gnps´ tiknq∆´1{2n hnpt´ tiknqbr1stikn p´ωqe
n
tikn´1puqD
p1q
s
ˆ
Ψpu, vqDp2qt ψn
˙
`∆´1{2n hnps´ tiknqgnpt´ tiknqbr1stikn p´ωqe
n
tikn´1puqb
r1s
tikn
D
p1q
t
ˆ
Ψpu, vqDp2qs ψn
˙
`∆´1{2n hnps´ tiknq∆´1{2n hnpt´ tiknqp´ωq2entikn´1puqΨpu, vqD
p2q
s D
p2q
t ψn
*
.
For derivation of the above equality, the bounds of the supports of gn and hn
were used. The terms stemming from the last three terms in t...u are negligible
since Pr|ξn| ą 1s “ Op∆Lnq for arbitrary L ą 0. By the same reason applied to
the first term there, we have
Uˇnpu, vq “ 2∆
´1{2
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
dtds 9Eni pu, vqt,s ` op1q
where
9Eni pu, vqt,s “ E
“
entikn´1puqΨpu, vq 9Ξ
n
i pu, vqt,s
‰
and
9Ξni pu, vqt,s
“ iu`entikn´1puqΨpu, vq˘´1
ˆgnps´ tiknqgnpt´ tiknqpbr1stikn q
2entikn´1puqψnD
p1q
s D
p1q
t Ψpu, vq
“ iu gnps´ tiknqgnpt´ tiknqpbr1stikn q
2ψn
 
l2pDp1qs CqpDp1qt Cq ` lDp1qs Dp1qt C
(
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where l “ ´u2
2
` iv. Therefore
Uˇnpu, vq “ 2∆
´1{2
n
ψn2
dn´1ÿ
i“0
ż ż
dtds E
„
entikn puqΨpu, vqiu gnps´ tiknqgnpt´ tiknq
ˆ pbr1stikn q
2ψn
 
l2pDp1qs CqpDp1qt Cq ` lDp1qs Dp1qt C
(Ñ
θψ23
ψ2
ż 1
0
E
„
iu exp
`
iuMt ` C u
2
2
˘
Ψpu, vqpbr1st q2
 
l2pDp1qt Cq2 ` lDp1qt Dp1qt C
(
dt
“ E
„
Ψpu, vq θψ
2
3
ψ2
ż 1
0
iu pbr1st q2
 
l2pDp1qt Cq2 ` lDp1qt Dp1qt C
(
dt

“ E
„
Ψpu, vq θψ
2
3
ψ2
iu
 
4θ2l2C2 ` 2θlpC3 ` C4q
(
where D
p1q
t D
p1q
t C “ limsÒtDp1qs Dp1qt C and
C2 “
ż 1
0
pbr1sq2pXtq
ˆż 1
t
c1pXrqDp1qt Xrdr
˙2
dt,
C3 “
ż 1
0
pbr1sq2pXtq
ˆż 1
t
c2pXrqpDp1qt Xrq2dr
˙
dt,
C4 “
ż 1
0
pbr1sq2pXtq
ˆż 1
t
c1pXrqDp1qt Dp1qt Xrdr
˙
dt
for cpxq “
”
pbr1sq2pxq ` ω2ψ1
θ2ψ2
ı2
. Convergence Uˆnpu, vq Ñ 0 is easy to show.
Moreover, it is possible to specify the limit Φα in a similar way to verify (4.3)
for F “ C. Hence, we obtain
σpiu, ivq “ θψ
2
3
ψ2
iur4θ2C2l2 ` 2θpC3 ` C4qls.
Thus, Proposition 5.5 and hence Condition [B4]ℓ,2,1 has been verified, which
concludes the proof of Theorem 5.6.
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